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Abstract

Stewardship of Earth is not only moral: It is necessary to preserve the richness of our lives. Unless something is done, millennium-length consequences of the greenhouse gases we have already released will cause harm to the planet. Groups of people supported by political forces and money have decided that denial of scientific data is not only reasonable, but a moral force that opposes that of stewardship. I characterize these people as “denialists”, to distinguish them from true skeptics, scientists who must be skeptical to do their work. Denialists have succored the people who just want the problem to go away by sowing doubt about scientific integrity and distorting the meaning of scientific uncertainty. How scientists can change the framing of the issue and how individual scientists can influence the public through reasoning with fellow citizens and writing letters to their local papers countering misinformation is the focus of this work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Oh what a tangled web we weave,
When first we practice to deceive!
—Sir Walter Scott, Marmion, Canto vi. Stanza 17.

In general, research on many topics (especially, recently, climate change [1, 2] has shown that people are disinclined to change beliefs, even when presented with factual information contradictory to those beliefs. Scientists think of themselves as skeptics, and the tendency of the media to characterize anyone who is saying that anthropogenic climate change has problems as “skeptics”. There are indeed skeptics, scientists mainly, who on the basis of their skepticism are willing to consider alternate ideas, but there are also those who simply, on the basis of deeply held belief deny some idea of science. For example, purveyors of perpetual motion machines deny the Second Law of Thermodynamics, which has a strong basis in both theory and experiment. People deny the holocaust (this is the origin of the term “denialist” characterizing “refusal to accept an empirically verifiable reality. It is an essentially irrational action that withholds validation of a historical experience or event”) [3]. Therefore, in this paper we shall designate those who have serious or plausible arguments against aspects of anthropogenic climate change as skeptics who are consonant with science, and those who take a position as a matter of ideology or faith as denialists, who disregard science. The former operate within the confines of scientific discourse, the latter do not.

In the United States, science is under attack by people who believe that evolution is not credible, that vaccination is not a useful public health measure, that the universe did not experience an expansion from infinitesimal size to the present 14x10^9 light-years size over a period of 14x10^9 years. How do science teachers cope? In this paper, we will...
II. WHAT SUPPORTS DENIAL OF ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE?

Some have blamed the media for distortion of the climate science [1, 2, 4]. The media also have an influence on perceptions of nuclear matters (see, for example, Ref. 5). According to Rowe et al. [5], “The limited focus of [newspaper] reports meant that there were a number of mechanisms and perspectives that were rarely used or discussed. For example, there was very little use of statistics to express risk (as previously noted by, for example, Schanne and Meier) or the use of comparisons with other, perhaps better-known risks (except for nuclear issues in Sweden).”

People with axes to grind have distorted the situation, for climate [4, 5] as well as for nuclear phenomena. As Moser [4] writes, “those with significant interest in maintaining the fossil-fuel intensive status quo have deliberately created a public perception of a lack of scientific consensus and greater uncertainty about the extent and causes of modern climate change, suggesting that a wait-and-see stance is the most responsible and scientifically justified course of action”. This is reinforced by many websites that mischaracterize climate change, in which like-minded people reinforce their shared biases. Indeed, the internet, seemingly so accessible and so full of information, is rife with misinformation on nuclear physics [6] as well as on climate science, a great danger to students (and citizens) in an age when people search the internet uncritically [7].

In a guest editorial for the American Journal of Physics [8], I suggested several reasons to be concerned about media approaches: “Headlines containing phrases such as ‘damage to public trust’, climate scientists ‘losing credibility’ and having an ‘imperious attitude’, skepticism ‘on the rise’, and references to ‘errors’ in the IPCC report were common. A February [2010] BBC poll in Britain showed that 25% of Britons did not believe in global warming. An additional 10% subscribed to the notion that climate change is occurring, but that it is ‘environmentalist propaganda that it is man-made’. In the same poll, only 26% subscribed to the idea that ‘climate change is happening and is now established as largely man-made’, and 38% chose that climate change is happening and is not yet proven to be largely man-made”’. This poll showed a great difference in opinion between November 2009 and February 2010, and the only intervening event was the release of the “climategate” emails. As one example of the influence of “those with significant interest” in casting doubt on climate science, the “climategate” emails were reported in many media outlets exactly as denialists would have wished [7]—as examples of scientists “cooking the books”, acting petty, and working to “hide the decline” in global temperatures—no matter that these were mostly misunderstandings of scientific terms (the scientists were, as revealed, human and petty on occasion).

Clearly, the media were not helping to explain the context—the charged wording in the articles and TV stories created a false impression [7]. The sensationalism garnered the attention.

Every official report on the so-called “climategate” hacked emails has judged that the allegations that were so demonized in media descriptions were baseless [9]. As one article reported [10], “The exonerations haven’t generated anything like the intense media coverage that the initial scandal did. Newspapers have typically covered them with small stories far removed from the front page — or ignored them altogether. ‘The accusations were on A1, the exoneration are usually on A15,’ said Aaron Huertas, press secretary for the Union of Concerned Scientists”.

III. WHAT IS THE EVIDENCE FOR ANTHROPOGENIC CLIMATE CHANGE?

The evidence for anthropogenic (human-caused) climate change is overwhelming. The IPCC 2007 Reports [11] present abundant evidence based on data that carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases are altering the present climate, that impacts will be felt locally and globally, that the impacts may be severe—weather will be less predictable, droughts and floods’ frequencies will increase, icecap melting will raise sea levels, and so on. Carbon dioxide levels would drop naturally if humans stopped burning fossil fuels, but it would take over a millennium for concentrations in the atmosphere to drop to preindustrial levels.

Current effects lag the causes because of considerable inertia in the climate system (oceanic heat capacity, etc.). Climate scientists speak of “committed warming” to capture this inertial effect. It is believed that humans can take effective action to prevent warming of above 2°C above preindustrial levels. Unless actions are undertaken relatively soon, the consequences may seem unacceptable.

IV. WHAT CAN A PHYSICS TEACHER DO TO COMMUNICATE BETTER?

Because we are scientists, we have a view of nature that differs from “ordinary citizens”. To us, there are problems with the way the media approach science in many cases. In journalism school, students are told to give both sides (“controversy sells papers”). But in many cases there are not two sides, and it is silly to make it seem so. Earth is an oblate spheroid, it is not flat. People have walked on our Moon. Keys tossed up in the air fall downward. And human actions are causing the observed warming; it is not volcanoes, solar cycles, or anything else natural. Also, there are levels of uncertainty in all data. These do not translate clearly to nonscientists.

This uncertainty in data and mandated tentativeness of science does not mean we do not proceed. We build bridges using principles that are tentative, because the knowledge is
acceptable for all practical purposes. It’s not only for this single case of climate science, or of nuclear physics, but is the case in all science. Lack of ultimate certainty is no excuse for ignoring science in building a bridge, for example).

Clear communication is prized by scientists, but that is mainly accomplished by our use of the universal language of mathematics to reduce semantic confusion. We needed to attend graduate school to learn from equations. Laypeople cannot easily follow our understanding of information. Scientists also generally use their own scientific terms, but these are not well understood by the public, they’re seen as buzzwords at best, muddying things even more. We can be our worst enemies in communicating clearly.

Seeding doubt by denialists is enough to distract public attention and allow plausibility and inertia to have their way. As a result of the urgency of public understanding of climate change, desperate climate scientists have sought advice from psychologists and sociologists about more fruitful ways to address this disinclination to judge the evidence [9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16].

For similar reasons, nuclear physicists have had public crises, too [17]. The threat of nuclear destruction during the Cold War affected attitudes to nuclear energy even before the accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl, and many citizens believed untrue things about nuclear energy. We physics teachers need to be aware of the affective issues raised in the psychology and sociology literature as well as in our own [17] and heed them. This is demonstrated to be true about radiation and radioactivity in some of the studies in the literature [18, 19]. Given this characteristic, many attempts to change student thinking about nuclear energy have been less effective than the instructors believed.

A. Where physics teachers can start

There are some things physics teachers can do that would be useful for students: We can give our students actual physical experiences to discuss and build their own understanding. We can be clear about the meaning of the word “theory” in science, that it is far more than a proffered idea that is expressed, as many laypeople think. We can explain the tentativeness of our understanding, explain that models are not actual reality but a close approach, and that, the better the model, the better the correspondence with observation. We can give them access to the science of (in this case) climate change.

Scientists are aware that science cannot ever prove anything, only disprove things. The evidence of the data emphatically do not disprove the human effect on climate. Not many of our fellow citizens (or students) will appreciate that, as a result, all understanding in all science is subject to change should disproof occur.

Teaching solely by filling in lacks of facts is not enough. We have to find a better way to communicate science to students and the public.

What the studies say is composed of many parts, some obvious, some not so obvious. In any case, physicists and
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physics teachers are mostly unaware of these ideas for enhancing clear communication.

Moser [4] characterizes communication problems of climate scientists as due to several causes: “invisible” causes (one can’t see the carbon dioxide problem out the window); temporally and spatially distant impacts (it will happen to other people, and in the distant future); insulation of modern-day humans from our environment (there is not as much vulnerability to weather); delay or absence of gratification for taking action (“It is virtually certain that no individual alive today will see the Earth’s climate return to its state under current, much less pre-industrial concentrations of greenhouse gases and temperatures” [4]); inability to encompass the scale of the change in ability due to adoption of technology (“it was both rational and an evolutionary advantage to focus only on the here and now” [4]); complexity of the issue; uncertainty (misused as an excuse to do nothing by denialists); and weak signaling of the need for change (for example, relatively cheap fossil fuel prices). These are clearly relevant (with a few caveats) to nuclear science issues as well. Moser’s list must be something we are aware of in formulating how to communicate with the public.

B. Framing the science matters

George Lakoff has become well known for discussing the idea of frames. As Lakoff notes [17], “Frames include semantic roles, relations between roles, and relations to other frames. A hospital frame, for example, includes the roles: Doctor, Nurse, Patient, Visitor, Receptionist, ... Among the relations are specifications of what happens in a hospital, e.g., Doctors operate on Patients in Operating Rooms with Scalpels. These structures are physically realized in neural circuits in the brain. All of our knowledge makes use of frames, and every word is defined through the frames it neurally activates... many frame-circuits have direct connections to the emotional region of the brain. Emotions are an inescapable part of normal thought. Indeed, you cannot be rational without emotions”. Lakoff emphasizes the role of frames in ideology, which predisposes people to think about issues in certain ways depending on the frame adopted. Lakoff’s idea is that people are less rational than was assumed during the Enlightenment, and communication needs to be reframed in some cases to be effective. He concludes by writing “Truth must be framed effectively to be seen at all. That is why an understanding of framing matters”.

Moser [4], Pidgeon and Fischhoff [12], Shome and Marx [14], O’Neill et al. [15], Spence and Pidgeon [20] and Spence et al. [21], all agree that communication must be framed. Common frames around climate change might be analogies to national security or terrorism (catastrophic harm might result), stewardship (Earth needs careful, loving attention), or health (climate shifts can cause diseases to invade our territory; these are all so-called attribute framing) or might deal with gains and losses (so-called outcome framing). In terms of the latter frame, people have consist-
We conducted experiments to determine the extent to which highly educated adults understand the fundamental relationship between flows of GHGs and the stock of GHGs in the atmosphere. We find significant misperceptions of basic climate dynamics in a population of graduate students at an elite university. ... [A] large majority violate fundamental physical constraints including conservation of mass. Most believe atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations can be stabilized even as emissions into the atmosphere continuously exceed removal of GHGs from it, analogous to arguing a bathtub filled faster than it drains will never overflow. These beliefs favor wait-and-see policies, but violate basic laws of physics”.

If flawed mental models can emerge in this highly-educated group, they are likely also to be widespread among the less-educated populace. Such “popular” models should not be allowed to be the basis of policy.

C. Mental models matter

In physics education research, we attempt to identify students’ mental models [22] so that we can craft materials that will help them appreciate and accept the scientific consensus. Psychologists have found that, in the words of Moser [4], “mental shortcuts and heuristics people employ to ‘manage’ cognitive and emotional complexity tend to be ill-suited to adequately respond to climate change”.

Mental models based on frames can focus on promotion or prevention [14]. People with the former view see goals as ideals and “are concerned with advancement”. People with the latter view see the goal as something they must attain and “are concerned with maintaining the status quo”.

Physics teachers can use questionnaires such as the Yale’s Knowledge of Climate Change quiz [23] or their own to judge the initial knowledge state of the students. This is, of course, harder to accomplish when communicating with fellow citizens.

However, even sophisticated people can believe impossible things, as a study of climate knowledge among MIT students showed [24]: “We conducted experiments to determine the extent to which highly educated adults understand the fundamental relationship between flows of GHGs and the stock of GHGs in the atmosphere. We find significant misperceptions of basic climate dynamics in a population of graduate students at an elite university. ... [A] large majority violate fundamental physical constraints including conservation of mass. Most believe atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations can be stabilized even as emissions into the atmosphere continuously exceed removal of GHGs from it, analogous to arguing a bathtub filled faster than it drains will never overflow. These beliefs favor wait-and-see policies, but violate basic laws of physics”.

If flawed mental models can emerge in this highly-educated group, they are likely also to be widespread among the less-educated populace. Such “popular” models should not be allowed to be the basis of policy.

D. Confirmation bias must be expected

Psychologists refer to the tendency of people to look for and accept readily any evidence that supports a view they currently hold and to discredit data that does not support that view, perhaps even refusing to hear it. We must be prepared to see this effect in people with whom we interact. This is connected to a person’s frames (and ideology) as well as to the underlying assumptions of the person expressing the views.

E. Who delivers the information matters

Moser [4] says, “People tend to find some individuals or professionals (e.g., scientists, environmental groups) more trustworthy on certain issues than others (e.g., ‘the media’, industry representatives). This fact has been exploited by ‘climate contrarians’, who have used PhD-carrying messengers (even if they were not active climate scientists) to convey a contradictory message to lay audiences otherwise ill-equipped to judge the accuracy or reasonableness of their arguments”.

The author has examined several lists of “1000 climate scientists” who supposedly disbelieve human-caused climate change and found them mainly specious. The notorious Oregon Petition Project now has a list of “31,000 scientists and engineers” who do not support human-caused climate change. A small cabal of people started the Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine, then wrote up a paper that looks as if it was published in a scientific journal (rubbish, but plausible [25]), sent it to “all persons who have received a bachelor’s degree or higher in a science, engineering (S&E), or S&E-related field” and asked them to sign a petition. They got 19,000 names, some phony, out of over 20 million people eligible. Then ten years later they published an updated version of their unpublished “scientific paper” in an obscure medical journal edited by one of the Institute’s associates, send it around again and get an additional 12,000 signatures, some duplicates [26]. They now tout over 31,000 “scientists and engineers” who signed one or the other version of the petition as if that gave it credibility.

For us a scientists and science teachers, the respect still accorded scientists may lead to less antagonism and greater open-mindedness among our listeners as we teach and interact with fellow citizens.

F. Proximity matters

It seems likely that everyone reading this paper would believe that events closer to us in space and time would have more effect. This is true of climate science. Spence et al. [21] find that “the experience of an event that may be interpreted as being due to climate change confers to the individual a greater feeling of being able to have a personal impact, and perceptions also translate into a greater preparedness to act in ways that help tackle the issue”.

G. Response times matter

In addition, people need to understand their own bias that only things happen quickly are worthy of notice. This leads them to discount things that occur slowly and to disbelieve that there can be long intervals between replenishing (of a clean atmosphere, for example).

Sterman and Sweeney [24] explain that the wait and see attitude of many people assumes a first-order linear system and discounts climate inertia. Neither is relevant to the
climate system. It is nonlinear and effects linger long after causes cease to have an effect.

H. Scales matter

People see 2°C and think that that is so small that it does not really matter. They see the oceans and do not think puny humans can affect such a huge and awesome thing. Common sense does not always work. Mental ideas of the appropriate scale interfere with understanding.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have suggested several ideas that teachers should bear in mind when discussing any apparently controversial issue such as climate change. Our heuristics, which were designed for rapid response to environmental threats such as predators, can fail us. For example, Chen [27] even suggests people see climate change as an object! With proper help, all the communication problems can be overcome.
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